In this paper, symbol-error-rate (SER) performance analysis and optimum power 
System Model

115
We consider a cooperation strategy with two phases in wireless networks which can be mobile 116 ad hoc networks or cellular networks [2] [3] [4] [5] . In Phase 1, each mobile user (or node) in a wire- 
135 in which P 1 is the transmitted power at the source, x is the transmitted information symbol, and 
whereP 2 = P 2 if the relay decodes the transmitted symbol correctly, otherwiseP 2 = 0.
146
In (3), h r,d is the channel coefficient from the relay to the destination, and it is modeled as is also referred as a selective-relaying protocol in literature. In practice, we may apply an 152 SNR threshold at the relay. If the received SNR at the relay is higher than the threshold, then 153 the symbol has a high probability to be decoded correctly. More discussions on threshold 154 optimization at the relay can be found in [16] .
155
For an AF cooperation protocol, in Phase 2 the relay amplifies the received signal and for- 
In both the DF and AF cooperation protocols, the channel coefficients h s,d , h s,r and h r,d
167 are assumed to be independent to each other and the mobility and positioning of the nodes 168 is incorporated into the channel statistic model. The channel coefficients are assumed to be 169 known at the receiver, but not at the transmitter. The destination jointly combines the received 170 signal from the source in Phase 1 and that from the relay in Phase 2, and detects the trans-171 mitted symbols by using the maximum-ratio combining (MRC) [17] . In both protocols, we 172 assume the total transmitted power P 1 + P 2 = P.
173
SER Analysis for DF Cooperative Communications
174
In this section, we analyze the SER performance for the DF cooperative communication 
u n c o r r e c t e d p r o o f W. Su et al. in which the factors a 1 and a 2 are determined such that the SNR of the MRC output is 187 maximized, and they can be specified as a 1 
191
If M-PSK modulation is used in the system, with the instantaneous SNR γ in (7) 
195
where b PSK = sin 2 (π/M).IfM-QAM (M = 2 k with k even) signals are used in the system,
196
the conditional SER of the system can also be expressed as [18]
198 where
2 dt is the
201
Gaussian Q-function [19] . It is easy to see that in case of QPSK or 4-QAM modulation, the 202 conditional SER in (8)and(9) are the same.
203
Note that in Phase 2, we assume that if the relay decodes the transmitted symbol x from the 204 source correctly, then the relay forwards the decoded symbol with power P 2 to the destination,
205
i.e.,P 2 = P 2 ; otherwise the relay does not send, i.e.,P 2 = 0. If an M-PSK symbol is sent 206 from the source, then at the relay, the chance of incorrect decoding is PSK (P 1 |h s,r | 2 /N 0 ),
207
and the chance of correct decoding is 1
symbol is sent out at the source, then the chance of incorrect decoding at the relay is 209 QAM (P 1 |h s,r | 2 /N 0 ), and the chance of correct decoding is 1 − QAM (P 1 |h s,r | 2 /N 0 ).
210
Let us first focus on the SER analysis in case of M-PSK modulation. Taking into account 211 the two scenarios ofP 2 = P 2 andP 2 = 0, we can calculate the conditional SER in (8)as we obtain the SER of the DF cooperation system with M-PSK modulation as follows:
223
where 
228
By substituting (10)into (13) and averaging it over the fading channels h s,d , h s,r and h r,d ,
229
the SER of the DF cooperation system with M-QAM modulation can be given by
233 where 234 
238
Note that for 4-QAM modulation, 
262
Proof First, let us show the upper bound in (16). In case of M-PSK modulation, the closed-
263
form SER expression was given in (12). By removing the negative term in (12), we have
266
We observe that in the right hand side of the above inequality, all integrands have their 267 maximum value when sin 2 θ = 1. Therefore, by substituting sin 2 θ = 1into(20), we have 
275
Note that, the function F 2 (x(θ )) defined in (15) can be rewritten as 
. Therefore, the upper bound in (16) also holds for M-QAM modulation.
283
In the following, we show the asymptotically tight approximation (17) for sufficiently large power P 1 and P 2 ,1+
N 0 sin 2 θ , i.e., the 1s are negligible with sufficiently large power. Thus,
288
for sufficiently high SNR, the SER in (12) can be tightly approximated as 
. Note that the second approximation is due to the fact that
for sufficiently large P 1 . Therefore, the asymptotically tight approximation in (17) 
301
305
Thus, the asymptotically tight approximation in (17) also holds for the M-QAM signals.
306
In Fig. 2 , we compare the asymptotically tight approximation (17) and the SER upper source and destination contributes diversity order one in the system performance. The term
also contributes diversity order one in the performance, but it depends on the 318 balance of the two channel links from source to relay and from relay to destination. Therefore, 319 the DF cooperation systems show an overall performance of diversity order two. Specifically, we try to determine an optimum transmitted power P 1 that should be used at 325 the source and P 2 at the relay for a fixed total transmission power P 1 + P 2 = P. According 
to the asymptotically tight SER approximation (17), it is sufficient to minimize
.
328
By taking derivative in terms of P 1 ,wehave
330
By setting the above derivation as 0, we come up with an equation as follows:
With the power constraint, we can solve the above equation and arrive at the following result. for sufficiently high SNR, the optimum power allocation is
u n c o r r e c t e d p r o o f destination. Moreover, we can see that the optimum ratio of the transmitted power P 1 at the 343 source over the total power P is less than 1 and larger than 1/2, while the optimum ratio of 344 the power P 2 used at the relay over the total power P is larger than 0 and less than 1/2, i.e.,
346
It means that we should always put more power at the source and less power at the relay. should put equal power at the source and the relay in this case.
353
We interpret the result in Theorem 2 as follows. is used, then P 1 = 0.5931P and P 2 = 0.4069P; while if QPSK modulation is used, then 374 P 1 = 0.6270P and P 2 = 0.3730P. In case of 16-QAM, P 1 = 0.6495P and P 2 = 0.3505P.
375
We can see that the larger the constellation size, the more power should be put at the source.
376
It is worth pointing out that even though the asymptotic optimum power allocation in (25) 377 and (26) are determined for high SNR, they also provide a good solution to a realistic moder-
378
ate SNR scenario as in Fig. 3 , in which we plotted exact SER as a function of the ratio P 1 /P 379 for a DF cooperation system with QPSK modulation. We considered the DF cooperation 
Some Special Scenarios
386
We have determined the optimum power allocation in (25)and (26) 
392
where A is specified in (18). Similarly, from (14), the SER of the system with M-QAM 393 modulation is
u n c o r r e c t e d p r o o f , where in case of M-PSK modulation, b = b PSK and A is specified 401 in (18), while in case of M-QAM modulation, b = b QAM /2a n dA i ss p e c i fi e di n( 19).
402
Therefore, the optimum power allocation in this case is P 1 = P and P 2 = 0. can be given by the SER approximation in (17), the SER in (31) can be asymptotically approximated as the total power P 1 + P 2 = P, the optimum power allocation in this case is 
438
where a 1 and a 2 are specified as
and a 2 = 
444
where
446
It has been shown in [14] that the instantaneous SNR γ 2 in (38) can be tightly upper bounded
449 which is the harmonic mean of two exponential random variables P 1 |h s,r | 2 /N 0 and 450 P 2 |h r,d | 2 /N 0 . According to (8)a n d( 9), the conditional SER of the AF cooperation sys-
451
tems with M-PSK and M-QAM modulations can be given as follows:
455
. Note that we used the 456 SNR approximation γ ≈ γ 1 +γ 2 in the above derivation.
457
Let us denote the MGF of a random variable Z as [18] 458 and Mγ 2 (s) as follows:
465
in which, for simplicity, we use the following notation
where x(θ ) denotes a function with variable θ .
468
From (43)and (44) 
472
However, it is not easy to get the MGF ofγ 2 which is the harmonic mean of two exponen- as follows:
479 in which 
Simple MGF Expression for the Harmonic Mean
485
In this subsection, we obtain at first a general result on the probability density function (pdf)
486
for the harmonic mean of two independent random variables. Then, we are able to determine a 487 simple closed-form MGF expression for the harmonic mean of two independent exponential 488 random variables. The results presented are useful beyond this paper. Theorem 3 Suppose that X 1 and X 2 are two independent random variables with pdf p X 1 (x) 490 and p X 2 (x) defined for all x ≥ 0, and p X 1 (x) = 0 and p X 2 (x) = 0 for x < 0. Then the pdf
, the harmonic mean of X 1 and X 2 ,is
493
in which U (z) = 1 for z ≥ 0 and U (z) = 0 for z < 0.
494
Note that we do not specify the distributions of the two independent random variables in
495
Theorem 3. The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix. Suppose that X 1 and X 2 496 are two independent exponential random variables with parameters β 1 and β 2 respectively,
Then, according to Theorem 498 3, the pdf of the harmonic mean Z =
can be simply given as
500
The pdf of the harmonic mean Z has been presented in [14] in term of the zero-order and 
507
in which we switch the integration order. Since
the MGF in (49) can be determined as By substituting α = (β 1 − β 2 + s)/2into(51) and denoting = 2 β 2 s + α 2 , we obtain a 519 simple closed-form MGF for the harmonic mean Z as follows: 
524
Note that in (53), the second term goes to zero faster than the first term. As a result, the MGF 525 in (53) can be further simplified as
527
We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem.
528
Theorem 4 Let X 1 and X 2 be two independent exponential random variables with param-529 eters β 1 and β 2 respectively. Then, the MGF of Z =
for any s > 0,inwhich 
for M-QAM modulation. We observe that it is hard to understand the AF system perfor- 
563
We focus on the AF system with M-PSK modulation at first. Note that both β 1 =
564
N 0 /(P 1 δ 2 s,r ) and β 2 = N 0 /(P 2 δ 2 r,d ) go to zero when the SNR goes to infinity. According to the 565 MGF approximation (57) in Theorem 4, the SER formulation in (59) can be approximated as 
586
We compare the SER approximations (59), (60)and (65) with SER simulation result in 
Optimum Power Allocation
607
We determine in this subsection an asymptotic optimum power allocation for the AF coop-608 eration systems based on the tight SER approximation in (65) for sufficiently high SNR.
609
For a fixed total transmitted power P 1 + P 2 = P, we are going to optimize P 1 and P 2 610 such that the asymptotically tight SER approximation in (65) is minimized. Equivalently, we 611 try to minimize
. 
615
By setting the above derivation as 0, we have δ 2 s,r (P 2 From Theorem 6, we observe that the optimum power allocation for the AF cooperation relay and destination. Similarly, we can see from Theorem 6 that the optimum ratio of the 636 transmitted power P 1 at the source over the total power P is less than 1 and larger than 1/2, 637 while the optimum ratio of the power P 2 used at the relay over the total power P is larger 638 than 0 and less than 1/2. In general, the equal power strategy is not optimum. 
650
where A and B are specified in (18)and(19)forM-PSK and M-QAM signals, respectively.
651
By substituting the asymptotic optimum power allocation (25)and(26)into(70), we have
653 we can see that the DF cooperation systems can guarantee a performance diversity of order 657 two. Note that the term DF in (72) depends only on the statistics of the channel links.
658
We call it the cooperation gain of the DF cooperation systems, which indicates the best 659 performance gain that we are able to achieve through the DF cooperation protocol with any 
669
Similarly, for the AF cooperation protocol, from the asymptotically tight SER approxi-670 mation (65) in Theorem 5, we can see that for sufficiently high SNR, the SER performance 671 of the AF cooperation systems can be approximated as (68)and (69)into (73), we have
679 which is termed as the cooperation gain of the AF cooperation systems that indicates the 680 best asymptotic performance gain of the AF cooperation protocol with the optimum power 681 allocation scheme. From (74), we can see that the AF cooperation systems can also guarantee 682 a performance diversity of order two, which is similar to that of the DF cooperation systems.
683
Since both the AF and DF cooperation systems are able to achieve a performance diver- with the AF protocol. According to (72)and(75), we have
688
A and B are specified in (18)a n d( 19)f o rM-PSK and M-QAM signals respectively. We 689 further discuss the ratio λ for the following three cases.
690
Case 1 If the channel link quality between source and relay is much less than that between 691 relay and destination, i.e., δ 2 s,r << δ 2 r,d ,then
693
In case of BPSK modulation, A = the AF cooperation protocol in this case to reduce the system complexity.
709
Case 3 If the channel link quality between source and relay is the same as that between relay 710 and destination, i.e., δ 2 s,r = δ 2 r,d ,wehave
712
In case of BPSK modulation, A = 
716
For
720
We can see that if the modulation size is large, the performance advantage of the DF coopera-721 tion protocol is negligible compared with the AF cooperation protocol. Actually, with QPSK 722 modulation, the ratio of the cooperation gain is λ ≈ 1.0851 which is already small.
723
From the above discussion, we can see that the performance of the DF cooperation pro-724 tocol is always not less than that of the AF cooperation protocol. However, the performance 725 advantage of the DF cooperation protocol is not significant unless (i) the channel link quality 726 between the relay and the destination is much stronger than that between the source and the 
Simulation Results
733
To illustrate the above theoretical analysis, we perform some computer simulations. systems using the optimum power allocation scheme in Theorem 2 with that of the systems 744 using the equal power scheme, in which the total transmitted power is equally allocated at 745 the source and at the relay (P 1 /P = P 2 /P = 1/2). to Theorem 2, the optimum power ratios are P 1 /P = 0.7579 and P 2 /P = 0.2421 in this case. We also simulate the AF cooperation systems to compare the asymptotic tight SER approx-767 imation in (65) with the SER simulation curves. Moreover, we compare the performance of 768 the AF cooperation systems using the optimum power allocation scheme in Theorem 6 with 769 that of the systems using the equal power scheme. shown in Fig. 9(a) . In this case, the optimum power ratios for the DF cooperation protocol 798 are P 1 /P = 0.5931 and P 2 /P = 0.4069 according to Theorem 2, while the optimum ratios
799
for the AF protocol are P 1 /P = 2/3a n dP 2 /P = 1/3 according to Theorem 6. In case for the AF protocol are P 1 /P = 2/3andP 2 /P = 1/3 which are independent to the mod- ity between source and relay is much larger than that between relay and destination, i.e., 843 δ 2 s,r >> δ 2 r,d , then the equal power strategy at the source and the relay tends to be optimum.
844
Third, we observe that the performance of the cooperation systems with the DF protocol is 845 better than that with the AF protocol. However, the performance gain varies with different 846 modulation types. The larger the signal constellation size, the less the performance gain.
847
In case of BPSK modulation, the performance gain cannot be larger than 2.4 dB; and for
848
QPSK modulation, it cannot be larger than 1.2 dB. Therefore, for high data-rate coopera-849 tive communications (with large signal constellation size), we may use the AF cooperation 850 protocol to reduce system complexity while maintains a comparable performance. Finally,
851
we want to emphasize that the discussion of the optimum power allocation and the per- In the following, we list two Lemmas which will be used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
867
which is the convolution of p X 1 (x) and p X 2 (x).
868
Proof of Theorem 3 Since X 1 and X 2 are two random variables with pdf p X 1 (x) and 
